
 

 

 
Fineblank Engineer 
 
Jagemann Stamping Company is a rapidly growing and expanding full-service stamping company recognized world-wide 
as a leading manufacturer of deep drawn, progressive, and fine blanked stampings. The latest technology coupled with 
the best people in a state of the art manufacturing facility, which encompasses all functional aspects including sales, 
design, tool building and manufacturing, enables Jagemann Stamping to provide its customer with products and service 
that consistently exceed expectations. 

Jagemann Stamping, one of Manitowoc County’s premier employers, is headquartered in Manitowoc, WI on the banks 
of beautiful Lake Michigan, 30 minutes south of Green Bay, WI and an hour north of Milwaukee, WI. In addition to 
offering a stable, dynamic work environment, Jagemann Stamping provides professional development and challenging 
careers with opportunities for growth and advancement where innovation and knowledge sharing are valued and 
rewarded. Jagemann Stamping employees receive highly competitive compensation and an exceptional benefits 
package including: 

ALL BENEFITS ON YOUR FIRST DAY OF EMPLOYMENT - NO WAITING PERIOD 

 
 

Major Function: 
 
To provide technical expertise, engineering experience and knowledge of metal forming techniques as it relates to 
fineblanking to meet customer requests for quotations, prototype/engineering samples, tool designs and build, and 
engineered production requirements and changes to existing products.   
 
Direct responsibility for design preparation for new or enhanced fineblank tooling, and the coordination of the tooling 
build, development and launch process. Interface with all levels of the organization to provide fineblank technical 
consultation for both new and existing products.  
 
 



 

 

Major Responsibilities:  
 
Develop improved tooling systems to include: manufacturing tools, maintenance, use and storage.  Work with the 
effected departments to document agreed upon standards and systems. 
Develop and troubleshoot manufacturing processes. Improve processes, equipment and methods to manufacture 
new/existing products through the use of automation, sensors, planned maintenance, TPM principles, standard 
practices, six sigma techniques, etc. 
 
Provide training, as required, to those associated with the operation, development and troubleshooting of 
manufacturing processes and products. 
 
Assist in activities relative to the changing of the physical facility or the rearrangement/addition of equipment and 
systems.    
 
Interface with all levels of the organization to provide technical consultation and manufacturing process expertise for 
both new and existing products. 
 
Provide total project management, coordination and scheduling from concept (cradle) to production and beyond 
(grave), including first production pilot runs. 
 
Perform feasibility studies for manufacturing on project proposals and/or unstable processes. 
 
Investigate and recommend tool and/or methods improvements to reduce manufacturing costs.   
 
Coordinate all aspects of assigned projects within the framework of target cost estimates, time schedules and quality 
standards. 
 
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS: 
 
EDUCATION: Bachelor’s Degree in Engineering with emphasis in mechanical, process or manufacturing engineering, or 
equivalent experience in an engineering related capacity.  Additional course work in engineering and tool design/ 
fabrication is highly desired. 

 
EXPERIENCE:  3 or more years’ experience in fineblanking engineering or related field. 
 

 

If you desire the chance to make a difference and to work with great people who value teamwork, 
challenges and the ability to impact the future of the company, Please send your resume to 
Jagemann Stamping Company, 5757 West Custer Street, Manitowoc, WI 54220. “Attention Human 
Resources” or electronically at employmentapps@jagemann.com Please visit our website 
www.jagemann.com 

 

 
Jagemann Stamping is an Equal Opportunity employer. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without 
regard to race, color, religion, sex, national or ethnic origin, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, age, disability, 
veteran status or other characteristics protected by law. 
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